Abstract. This paper presented a new carbon-free car design, and analyzed its motion. We established a physical model and established differential equations based on kinematic equations. We used the Mat lab software to depict the trajectory of the car. The results showed that the new structure can better optimize the carbon-free car's movement.
Introduction
Since the carbon-free car project has launched, it has gradually become good practice project to train students' thought and innovative ability. This paper puts forward a new kind of carbon-free car design; it provides new thought for the design and development of the carbon-free car.
The design task
A car is designed, according to the principle of conservation of energy, the energy converted by the given gravity potential energy provides driving, walking and turning. Given gravity potential energy is 4J, by uniformly using weight lead with 1 kg vertically drop to obtain, the drop is 400±2 mm, after weight dropping, it must be loaded by the car and together move, it are not allowed to fall from the car. [1] .
The structural introduction
The car is three-wheel structure, rear wheel drive, front wheel steering, the three wheels are distributed in isosceles triangle, car body erects a tower of truss structure in order to obtain the weight dropping height.
Weight connects thread around the top roller of tower winding on the gear shaft, by adopting first increasing speed to turn rear axle rotate, the car has two rear wheels, one is active, and the other is driven move, so as to drive the car forward.
When the car starts, it is in order to obtain larger traction, the gear shaft with a conical sleeve, thin wire winds on the conical sleeve in order to realize the accelerated launch.
After the main shaft is installed two small wheels with aprons, using friction drive disc rotate, disc shaft is vertical to rear main shaft, the lower installs crank rocker. Rocker through linear bearing installed on the front wheel spindle, control front wheel swing in cycle. [2] Adjust the relative position between two friction wheel and friction disc, by controlling the position of the two friction wheel on the friction plate can achieve CVT, and make the car adapt the field of different roughness. To adjust movement cycle; change the length of the pendulum rod to adjust the swing; By precisely adjusting the length of the connecting rod to ensure the tracks center of car as a straight line. 
The model assumption
In order to realize car as distant as possible, car wheel is as big as possible, and the friction should be as small as possible. Through the grease and other substances will be achieved. Combined with reality, the following hypotheses are put forward:
(1) Ignore the internal friction of car.
(2) Suppose the car model design as follows. (3) Assume drive shaft and the drive wheels keep synchronized.
(4) Assume all parts have been normal.
The illustration of symbols
In this paper, the symbols involve calculation as follows: Driving wheel radius ; Gear drive ratio q ; Driving wheel A and steering wheel horizontal distance 1 w ; Driving wheel and steering wheel B horizontal distance 2 w ; The drive shaft 2 and the distance of the steering wheel 1 d 
The model establishment and solution

The establishment of drive model
It is relatively easy to imagine choosing drive part, it is on the top of the car off the ground h whereabouts drop a weight, the weight by the rope holding, and the below connect the drive shaft, then weight pulls down the rope, the rope pulls driven rod, the rear wheel connected the driving rod will move, thus realize changing gravity potential energy of the weight into energy of wheels of the car, implements the car movement. Thus, it becomes discuss the relationship between dropping height h and the drive shaft rotation, and because velocity of the drive shaft and the wheel angle is the same, the movement distance of the wheel can be concluded, then calculation of the driving part can be smoothly realized.
The establishment of the model
It is easy to imagine that when the car move, the rear is consistent with and front wheel, front wheel of the car rotate will inevitably lead to direction change of the rear wheel, namely there is a certain relationship between the front wheel rotation angle and the rear wheel rotation angle, the two relations determines the direction of trajectory in the moving process of the car.
The establishment of trajectory model
The moving trajectory of car, it mainly can be divided into the response of the car in front of obstacles and go around obstacles, combined with both, the whole trajectory can be obtained.
Solution of the model
Solution of drive model
When weight dropping dh , the turning angle drive shaft 2 is 1 γ , there are 
Conclusion
This paper carried out a series of discussion on carbon-free car driving, it puts forward a new type of carbon-free car design scheme, and the physical model was established, the kinematics principle is used to analyze, then differential equation is established to solve based on the kinematics equations, at last, Matlab software is used to design program to describe the movement trajectory of the car. Results show that this new type of structure can well optimize movement of carbon-free car.
